ANTHONY   EDEN
had brought France to the verge of anarchy. In this perilous
situation the French President had called upon the aged
Gaston Doumergue, himself a former President, to provide
the semblance of unity for the immediate requirements of
law and order. In Austria the pocket Dictator Dollfuss had
outraged the opinion of the world by his savage overthrow of
the Democratic Republic. For three days and nights howitzers
and machine guns, field guns and trench mortars rained their
fire of death into the Karl Marx Hof. A conservative estimate
of the slaughter between February the I2th and I5th puts
the dead at one thousand and the wounded at five thousand.
Thus did the Heimwehr maintain its sovereignty. Thus did
the virus of Fascism spread to the dreamy city of Vienna. In
this atmosphere of hatred, revenge and summary execution,
Eden on Disarmament was a voice in the wilderness.
He spent three days in Paris, but the tension was not suffi-
ciently relaxed to admit of a detailed exchange of view with
the responsible Ministers; M. Le*ger was available, and M.
Le*ger equals Vansittart multiplied by ten. The constant
changes at the Quai' d'Orsay have until recently given this
almost omniscient official an incredible authority over
French foreign policy.
It was agreed that Eden should return to Paris after
his visits to Berlin and Rome, for there were the perils of
further disorder in Austria. Germany was watching every
move in the situation. What would Berlin's immediate re-
action be to the litde Austrian Chancellor, who had so dis-
concertingly taken a leaf out of their book of terrorism?
Would Dollfuss turn on the Austrian Nazis or would Hider
strike first? Simon's suggestion that the Great Powers should
forgo something of their armaments was naturally not
admissable in Paris. The alternative, then, was as The Times
said in its leader on February 16, that in the attempt *to
break the deadlock the British Government must recognize
Germany's right to arms now denied her.9 But how could
France listen to this when it appeared that her whole social
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